Risk perception and the warning strategy based on microscopic driving state.
The paper aimed to explore the relationship between risks and individuals' driving states and then design an efficient method to help drivers avoid high risks. The relationship between risks and individuals' driving states was deeply studied first. Microscopic driving states were categorized into different clusters, and it was found that the risks are distinct in different clusters and a specific driver might experience different risks in car-following process. Then, according to these findings, a risk warning strategy was designed to help drivers avoid high risks. The risk warning is active when the risk is higher than its threshold. The Helly models were used to mimic the drivers' reaction to study the influence of the warning strategy. Simulation results showed that with the consideration of the risk warning, the spacing obviously increases, and the oscillations of velocity and acceleration are significantly shrunk, and risks in the driving process dampen down. Because drivers can perceive high risks during the driving process, and then appropriately change their car-following decisions to avoid high risks. These findings are helpful to improve driving behaviors and promote traffic safety.